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Introduction

Today, Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) cloud providers
such as Amazon’s Elastic Compute Engine (EC2), Google’s
Compute Engine, and Microsoft’s Azure offer elastic and
isolated compute resources via virtualization and users often choose one of these providers based on price, locality,
performance, and features. Typically, a user will choose the
same provider for computation and storage to minimize latency and networking costs. Unfortunately, it can be difficult
to switch providers once one is selected due to vendor lockin [2].
We are challenging the status quo and investigating a new
multi-provider model called a “supercloud” [2]. A supercloud supports applications launched across multiple public and private clouds: Virtual machines (VMs), storage,
and even virtual network topologies can be migrated across
many heterogeneous cloud providers. The enabling technology for superclouds is a uniform virtualization layer provided
by nested virtualization, Xen-Blanket [1]. Moreover, control of resources and increased flexibility are achieved in the
supercloud—placement of VMs, oversubscription of VMs,
page sharing amongst VMs, etc.
Heterogeneity is an asset. VMs and storage can be placed
intelligently and dynamically to optimize for price, latency,
reliability, security, or other special features that are offered
by the underlying public or private clouds and specified by
the users. Meanwhile, oversubscription can be used to minimize the total compute resource used and save money.
But heterogeneity is also a challenge. Different cloud
providers provide different interfaces and distinct hypervisors such as KVM and Xen. In addition, a supercloud has
to take the networking overheads caused by migration into
consideration.
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Design

To overcome the lack of homogeneity in cloud providers,
Xen-blanket [1] could be used to virtualize the compute resources provided by public and private cloud vendors. Xenblanket therefore offers a uniform VM abstraction to the
upper layer—the supercloud layer. Consequently, the supercloud offers both traditional and improved IaaS, e.g security
groups, VM placement, etc.
Our architecture contains 5 layers. Physical machines form
the bottom layer. Xen or KVM hypervisors form the second
layer. The next layer is the cloud layer. In addition to commercial cloud providers, this layer could also contain private
clouds powered by OpenStack, Eucalyptus, etc. The fourth
layer is the Xen-blanket layer, which homogenizes compute
resources into uniform Xen VMs. It could be considered as
a virtualized Xen hypervisor. Eventually, the topmost layer
is the supercloud layer, which is yet another cloud layer but
provides the most flexible and money-saving service across
cloud vendors. Furthermore, since the supercloud VMs are
placed in the VMs of the commercial cloud, oversubscription is possible—supercloud VMs that are not likely to peak
together are placed into one Xen VM.
In order to leverage price variation, a VM placement decision technique is needed. Auto-regression techniques can
be used to predict price trends. A supercloud places VMs on
cloud providers with prices that are predicted to remain low.
If costs improve elsewhere, superclouds are able to migrate
VMs without loss of performance. As for the oversubscription, heuristic packing algorithms are able to pack as many
supercloud VMs whose resource usages will not exceed the
resource limit into one Xen VM as possible based on their
observed and estimated usage. Therefore, the resource utilization is improved and more money is saved.
In summary, we are investigating a new ecosystem enabled
by superclouds where multiple heterogeneous providers are
used and resources economically consumed (VMs are intelligently placed or migrated and oversubscribed).
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